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March 25th, 2024 
 
TruePoint Innovation in Management (IM TruePoint) welcomes Ole Salkvist as Associate 
Director 
 
Effective March 1st Ole Salkvist has agreed to join IM TruePoint as Associate Director. Ole joins 
after +17 years in Vestas and comes from a leadership position, where he was heading up the 
Procurement Excellence & Sustainability department. 

He comes with extensive experience within leadership and people development, strategy 
development and execution, negotiation, business partnerships, commercial excellence, 
supplier relationship & key account management, value chain optimization, sustainability, 
organisational design and capability building. 

He is known as a true collaborator, able to think ahead and act holistically, and bring people 
and minds together to create sustainble solutions and positive changes. 

IMTP partner Morten Lindholst shares, “Reflecting on Ole's impact on the Commercial and 
leadership Development journey during our tenure at Vestas makes me proud. Ole’s ability 
to bring different perspectives, connect the dots, and build trust at all levels of organizations 
will be a huge asset to IMTP and our clients. Personally, I have fun working with Ole, and his 
constant feedback and curiosity make me learn and perform better. It's no surprise that I 
can't stop smiling. Welcome, Ole. I missed collaborating with you.” 

Ole lives in Aarhus, Denmark, with his wife and 3 kids and his main hobby includes trail 
running.  

“Life is to long for short term fixes. I'm therefor very thankful for the opportunity to be part 
of IM True Point as we share the belief that leaders who takes a whole-system-focus and 
manage to integrate both economic and social value will prosper in the long run. 
Furthermore, I'm deeply impressed about the way IM Truepoint connect world renowned 
academics with decades of practical experience to create value for their many customers. 
Becoming part of this is extremely excited and I really look forward to work closely with the 
brigh minds and very positive personalities as well as to serve the many customers - existing 
as well as new.”- Ole 

For more information 
Ole Salkvist 
ole.salkvist@imtruepoint.com  
www.linkedin.com/in/ole-salkvist-99b519/  
 
IM TruePoint 
IM TruePoint is a global consulting company and a spin-off from US based TruePoint LLC. 
In close collaboration, IM TruePoint brings innovative management knowledge and practices 
to leaders and their teams, so that they can navigate the complexities of today’s world and 
build capabilities to learn and adapt faster than competition. We are convinced that leaders 
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who manage to integrate both economic and social value, what we call Higher Ambition, will 
prosper in the long run.  


